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Abstract 
Let V be a Waldhausen category, alias category with cofibrations and weak equivalences. The 
hammock localization (Dwyer and Kan, 1980) of % with respect to the subcategory cof % n \v% 
is a category containing W:, with the same objects as W, where for each D and E the morphisms 
from D to E form a simplicial set mor”(D,E). Morphisms in cof W n WY become invertible up 
to homotopy in the hammock localization. The main result states, with mild hypotheses on %, 
that for any E in w the contravariant functor D H mor”(D, E) takes cofiber squares to homotopy 
pullback squares. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Cluss~jiution: 18E35; 18F25; 19DlO 
0. Introduction 
A Waldhausen category, alias category with cofibrations and weak equivalences, is 
a category % equipped with additional structure which makes it possible to develop 
a satisfactory theory of Euler characteristics for objects of %Y. Waldhausen does this 
in [5] and in particular constructs a space K(V), the algebraic K-theory space qf’ %;, 
which serves as a universal receptacle for Euler characteristics of objects in %:. The 
axioms for a Waldhausen category are listed below in Section 1. 
For a good understanding of K(W), it is often necessary to do a certain amount of 
homotopy theory in w. A very crude way to bring in homotopy theoretic notions is to 
create a category 2% by formally adding inverses for all morphisms in cof % n w% c % 
(the morphisms which are weak equivalences and cofibrations). A more refined method 
is to use the Dwyer-Kan hammock localization qf‘% with respect to the subcategory 
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cof %? n w%‘. The hammock localization is a category LH(%?) containing %, and having 
the same objects as %?, but the morphisms in LH(w) between any two objects D, E form 
a simplicial set morH(D, E). Morphisms in cof V n w%? are invertible up to homotopy 
in L”V. The set .nomorH(D,E) can be identified with the set of morphisms in Z’?Z 
from D to E. The main result of this paper, Theorem 2.1, is a Barratt-Puppe type 
theorem stating that, as a contravariant functor in the first variable, with the second 
variable fixed, morH(?, E) takes cofiber squares to homotopy pullback squares, provided 
%? satisfies some mild conditions listed in Hypothesis 0.4 below. (A commutative square 
in w is a cojiber square if it is a pushout square in which two parallel arrows are 
cofibrations.) This fact is crucial in a general theory of Spanier-Whitehead duality in 
Waldhausen categories [6,7]. However, it may be of independent interest. 
For the convenience of the reader, the axioms of a Waldhausen category and the 
definition of a cylinder functor are given, following [5, ch. 11. 
Definition 0.1. A Waldhausen category is a category %? with two subcategories, cof %? 
and w%?, subject to the following conditions: 
l %? has a distinguished zero object * (an object which is initial and terminal). 
l All isomorphisms in %? are in cof %? n WV. 
l For every A in V, the morphism * --) A is in cof %?. 
l If f :A+B is in cof%, and g:A --f C is any morphism in %?, then the pushout 
B LIA C of f and g exists and the canonical map C + B I& C is again in cof %‘. 
l If in the commutative diagram 
B’-A’AC’ 
in %?, the horizontal arrows on the left are in cof %‘, and all three vertical arrows 
are in w%?, then the induced map of pushouts B & C + B’ LIA/ C’ is also in w%. 
The morphisms in cof %? are called cojibrations, and the morphisms in w’% are called 
weak equivalences. The cojiber of a cofibration A + B is B I& *, also denoted B/A, well 
defined up to unique isomorphism. The resulting diagram A ----f B + A/B is a cofibration 
sequence. 
Example 0.2. Let 9? be the category of compact pointed CW-spaces (base point equal 
to a O-cell), with pointed cellular maps as morphisms. Call a morphism a weak 
equivalence if it is a homotopy equivalence, and call it a cofibration if, up to CW- 
isomorphism, it is the inclusion of a CW-subspace. These definitions make %? into a 
Waldhausen category. 
Example 0.2 also serves to illustrate the notion of a cylinder Jimctor. Let f :X + Y 
be a morphism in %??, in other words, a pointed cellular map between compact CW- 
spaces. The reduced mapping cylinder T(f) (in the usual sense) contains a copy of the 
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coproduct X V Y =X LI Y as a CW-subspace. There is a mapping cylinder projection 
p : r(f) + Y such that p restricted to X V Y equals f V idr. 
For an abstraction of this construction, we need to associate to any Waldhausen cat- 
egory V two other Waldhausen categories Ar ‘%? and .F,%. The objects of Ar ‘6 are the 
arrows of %, the morphisms from f :A + B to g : C + D are the commutative squares 
/ 
A-------tB 
in %?, and we call such a morphism a cofibration {weak equivalence} if the two vertical 
arrows are cofibrations {weak equivalences}. -- The objects of 91%’ are the morphisms 
of cof V. Again, a morphism in PI%? from f : A + B to g : C + D is a commutative 
square of the form 
f 
A-B 
in V. If, in this square, both A + C and C IIA B + D are in cof %, then the morphism 
given by the square is a cofibration. If both A + C and B + D are weak equivalences, 
then the morphism given by the square is a weak equivalence. With these definitions, 
Ar %? and Fi%? are Waldhausen categories [5, 1 .l .I, 1.31. 
Definition 0.3. A cylinder functor on %? is a functor T on Ar %? taking every object 
f : C + D in %? to a diagram of the form 
ji .i2 
C-----iT(f) -D 
I 
P 
D 
with pjl = f and pjz = idD, and taking morphisms in Ar %? to natural transformations 
between such diagrams. There are two additional conditions. The first, Cyl 1, requires 
that jr and j2 assemble to an exact functor from Ar 59 to ,9i %, 
(CLD) H (CvD+T(f)), 
where C V D denotes the coproduct of C and D. The second, Cy12, requires that 
j2 : D + T(* + D) be an identity morphism for each D in %. 
The cylinder functor is said to satisfy the cylinder axiom if p : T(A f B) + B 
is a weak equivalence for any f. For example, the standard cylinder functor on the 
category %? in Example 0.2 satisfies the cylinder axiom. 
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The cone of a morphism f : C + D in %‘, denoted cone(f ), is the cofiber 
of jt : C + T(f ). The suspension CC of an object C is the cone of C + *. 
Hypothesis 0.4. From now on we assume that % is a Waldhausen category, equipped 
with a cylinder fimctor satisfying the cylinder axiom. We also assume that the satu- 
ration axiom holds: if a and b are composable morphisms in %?, and two of a, b and 
ab are weak equivalences, then so is the third. 
1. Quasi-morphisms 
Definition 1.1. A quasi-morphism from an object D in 9? to another object E in %? is 
a diagram D -+ E’ c E where the arrow t is a weak equivalence and a cofibration. 
Diagrams of this type, with fixed D and E, are the objects of a category &‘(D,E) 
whose morphisms are commutative diagrams in %? of the form 
D-El-E 
I= I I- 
D -E”-E. 
Remark 1.2. There is a composition law in the shape of a functor 
J(D,E) x ~(C,D)+4C,E), 
which on objects is defined as follows: the pair (D -+ E’ c E, C + D’ CD) is mapped 
to C-+E”cE, where E” is the pushout of D’cD4E’. The morphisms C+E” 
and E” +-E are via D’ and E’, respectively. Here we are assuming that pushouts of 
diagrams F c G + H in V, where one of the arrows is a cofibration, are canonically 
defined in %. (The definition of a Waldhausen category requires that they exist, and the 
universal property makes them unique up to unique isomorphism.) The composition 
law is associative up to a natural isomorphism of hectors. Also, the object 
in .M(C, C) acts as a two-sided identity, again up to a natural isomorphism. Finally, an 
ordinary morphism f : D --f E can be regarded as an object D -+ E + E in M(D, E). 
This brings us to the hammock localization of [l]. Let w = cof % n w%?. The sub- 
category w c V? is closed under pushouts, i.e., if in a pushout diagram 
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in %‘, the upper horizontal arrow is in %#J~, then the lower horizontal arrow is in -IL-. 
According to introduction and Section 8 of [l], this fact implies that for arbitrary C 
and D in 97, the nerve of d(C, D) has the same homotopy type as the simplicial 
set mor”(C,D) of morphisms from C to D in the hammock localization LH% (of 
%7, with respect to W). More precisely, there is an inclusion map from the nerve of 
&(C, D) to mor”(C,D) which is natural with respect to the first variable, C, and 
which induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups. As it happens, the main Theorem 
2.1 below is a homotopy-theoretic statement about the nerve (or about the classifying 
space, i.e., geometric realization of the nerve) of _H(C, D) as a fimctor in the first 
variable only. It can therefore be read as a statement about the simplicial morphism sets 
mor”(C,D) in the hammock localization LH%?, with respect to $6”. For a definition of 
LH%?, see [l]. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose that f : C -+ D is a weak equivalence. Then the map of clas- 
sifying spaces induced by f * : A(D, E) --+ A!(C, E) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Suppose first that f is a weak equivalence and a cofibration. Then the functor 
f * has a left adjoint. The left adjoint takes an object C + E’ t E to D +E” c-E, 
where E” is the pushout of 
and the map E + E” is via E’. Therefore, Lemma 1.3 holds in this case. In the general 
case, let T(f) be the cylinder of f. Front inclusion and back inclusion of the cylinder 
are weak equivalences and cofibrations at the same time: 
CzT(f)+=D. 
The induced maps IA(T(f),E)l+ (.A’(C,E)I and IA!‘(T(f),E)I + IA!(D,E)I are 
therefore homotopy equivalences. Using the cylinder projection T(f) -+ D now, we 
deduce using appropriate commutative triangles that \AG’(D, E)I -+ I&( T( f ), E)I is a 
homotopy equivalence, and finally that IA(D,E)I + jA(C,E)I is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose that g : D + E is a weak equivalence. Then the map of classi- 
.fying spaces induced by g* : A!(C, D) -+ A(C, E) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. If g is a weak equivalence and a cofibration, then g* has a right adjoint 
.Ai?(C,E)-,.A(C,D) 
which takes C + E’ *E to C + E’s D. Therefore 1.4 holds in this case. The 
general case follows with an argument which uses the cylinder functor. 0 
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2. The main theorem 
Theorem 2.1. For each E in $7, the contravariant finctor D H IA!(D, E)I takes cojber 
squares in g to homotopy pullback squares of CW-spaces. 
Here a cojber square in %? is a (commutative) pushout square in which either the 
horizontal arrows or the vertical arrows are cofibrations. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 uses a full subcategory A!(D,E) c JZ’(D,E) whose ob- 
jects are the diagrams D -+ E’ +-E (arrow +- a cofibration and a weak equivalence) 
where the resulting map D V E + E’ is a cofibration. The inclusion IAl!(D, E)( q 
IJQD,E)I h 1s a omotopy equivalence. This can be seen as follows. Let g : Al(D, E) + 
J&‘!(D, E) be the functor which takes an object D + E’ +-E of A(D, E) to D 4 E” c E, 
where E” is the cylinder of D V E + E’, and the morphisms D + E”, E” t E are ob- 
tained by suitable restriction of the front inclusion D V E ---f E”. The cylinder projection 
E” 4 E’ defines a natural transformation g + id. It follows that g induces a self-map 
of IA?‘(D,E)( which is homotopic to the identity, and a self-map of IA!!(D,E)( which 
is homotopic to the identity. 
The category A’!(D,E) has many of the features of a Waldhausen category with 
cylinder functor where all morphisms are weak equivalences. (Coproducts and a zero 
object are missing, however.) We shall say that a morphism 
D-El-E 
in A?!(D,E) is a cojibration if f is a cofibration in %?. Then it is easily verified 
that a diagram Xc Y -+ Z in A!(D,E) where one of the arrows is a cofibration 
has a pushout. (Note: X, Y, Z are objects in A!!(D,E).) We define the cylinder of a 
morphism 
in A!(D,E) as follows. Let E”’ be the pushout of 
DVEtT(DVE%DvE)+T(E’LE”), 
where + is the cylinder projection and + is a cofibration induced by the cofibrations 
D V E --f E’ and D V E + E”. From the construction there is a cofibration D V E --f E”’ 
which we use to make a new object C + E”’ +-D in A!. This is the promised cylinder. 
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Front inclusion, back inclusion and cylinder projection are obvious morphisms 
Lemma 2.2. Let A + B be a cofibration in %?. The restriction functor p! from 
.M!(B, E) to &‘!(A, E) satisjes the hypotheses of Quillen’s theorem B [3]. 
Proof. Fix an object Y = (A + E’ t E) in .&“!(A, E). The objects of the category Y\p! 
can be described as commutative diagrams 
AAE/t----E 
in %?, with upper row equal to Y, lower row equal to some object in M!(B,E), and 
left-hand vertical arrow equal to the given cofibration A 4 B. A morphism 
-E”‘- 
E 
=I 
E 
between such objects is simply a natural transformation of diagrams which is the iden- 
tity on A,B,E’,E; the morphism is, of course, determined by the underlying morphism 
in %? from E” to E”‘. 
Let g:X --t Y be a morphism in &!(A,E). We show that g* : Y\p! -X\p! induces 
a homotopy equivalence of the classifying spaces. As in the proofs of Lemmas 1.3 and 
1.4, we can use the cylinder functor structure on &‘!(A, E) defined earlier to reduce to 
the case where g is a cofibration. If g is a cofibration, then g* has a left adjoint. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let A + B be a cofibration in g. Let p! and p be the restriction functors, 
from .k’!(B, E) to JZ!(A,E) and from &?‘(B, E) to .k!(A,E), respectively. For uny 
object Y in .&‘!(A,E) the inclusion IY\p!( + lY\pl is a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proof. Suppose that Y =(A + E/+--E) as in the proof of 2.2. There is a functor u 
from Y\p to Y\p! given on objects by 
r 
A-El-E 
1 1 -i 
B -E”- E 
A-E’-- 
-I I =I 
B -E”‘- E 
where E”’ is defined as the cylinder of an obvious map from the pushout of the 
diagram B t A --f E’ to E”. (The map from E to E’” is via E’ and the fi-ont inclusion 
of the cylinder.) The cylinder projection defines a natural transformation from u to 
the identity, showing that u induces a self-map of 1 Y\pl which is homotopic to the 
identity, and a self-map of IY\p! / which is homotopic to the identity. 0 
Proof of 2.1. Because of Lemma 1.3 and the cylinder functor, we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that the cofiber square to which we apply I&i’(?,E)I is a pushout 
square in which all morphisms are cofibrations: 
A-B 
I I 
C-D. 
Let Yz=(C-+E’tE) be an object in &“!(C,E)CJZ(C,E) and let Yr be its image in 
&!(A, E) c M(A,E). From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and Quillen’s theorem B we deduce 
that the rows in the commutative diagram 
1 1 ! 
Iyl\PlI- IJWE)l~l4A,E)l 
are fibration sequences up to homotopy. Since the connected component containing 
Y2 was arbitrary, we can complete the proof by showing that the restriction functor 
Y2\p2 4 Yl\pl induces a homotopy equivalence of the classifying spaces. But the 
restriction functor in question has a left adjoint given on objects by 
1 1. = f 
- _/?‘A E 
1 
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Here A + E’ + E is Yi and C + E’ + E is Yz. We obtain f by remembering that D is 
the pushout of B + A + C and observing that we already have compatible maps from 
A,B,C to E”. 0 
3. Whitehead groups 
For C and D in %? let [C, D] = nol~Y( C, D)l. A morphism f : C -7‘ D determines an 
object in &‘(C, D), hence an element [f] E [C,D]. The sets [C,D] are the (discrete) 
morphism sets in a new category &V having the same objects as %7. The rule C ++ C, 
f’++ [f] is then a functor from %? to &%‘. The following observation is an easy 
consequence of 1.3 and 1.4. 
Observation 3.1. If f : C 4 D is a weak equivalence, then [f ] is an isomorphism. 
The converse is not always true. For example, let G be a discrete group, and let 
% be the category of G-CW-spectra made up of finitely many free G-cells. See [4]. 
The morphisms in % are the cellular G-maps of spectra, in the sense of Boardman. 
A morphism is a cojbration if, up to isomorphism, it is the inclusion of a G-CW- 
subspectrum. A morphism is a weak equivalence if it is an equivariant homotopy 
equivalence whose torsion in the Whitehead group Wh(G) is zero. Any f : C -D in % 
which is an equivariant homotopy equivalence with nonzero torsion is a counterexample 
to the converse of Observation 3.1. 
Hypothesis 3.2. Suppose that 
A-B-C 
1 1 ! 
A’-B’-C’ 
is a commutative diagram in V whose rows are cofibration sequences. If two of the 
vertical arrows are weak equivalences, then so is the third. 
When Hypothesis 3.2 holds, any counterexample to the converse of Observation 3.1 
resembles the ones we saw. To establish this we define the Whitehead group Wh(%?). 
It is simply Ko of the full subcategory %?o f %? consisting of all objects which become 
isomorphic to the zero object in X%7. 
(We need to check that %?s is a Waldhausen category, with notions of cofibration 
and weak equivalence in %$J are induced from %‘. It follows from Remark 1.2 that C 
in ‘6 belongs to %?o if and only if (JZ’(C, D)\ is contractible for any D in %7. Then 
Theorem 2.1 shows that the pushout B IIA C of a cofibration f : A -+ B and an arbitrary 
morphism g : A + C in 97 is in Va provided A, B, C are in %?a. The other axioms for a 
Waldhausen category are obviously satisfied for %‘a.) 
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Lemma 3.3. A morphism f : C + D in 59 is a weak equivalence if and only if ’ the 
unique morphism * --) cone(f) is a weak equivalence. 
Proof. We may assume that f is a cofibration, and we may replace cone(f) by 
cofiber D/C. We complete the proof by applying Hypothesis 3.2 to the diagram 
c-c- * 
the 
Lemma 3.4. For any C in 270 the unique morphism * + CC V C in V is a weak 
equivalence. 
Proof. Since C is in ‘ix, there exists a quasi-morphism C L C’ A C from C to C, 
in the identity component of A(C,C), in which f is a zero map (factors through *) 
and e is a weak equivalence, as always. Now, it is easy to verify that the rule taking 
a quasi-morphism 
to cone(g) is a functor A(C, C) + w’%. In particular, it respects connected components. 
Therefore, 
cone(f) ‘v . . . z cone(idc) 1~ * 
where each rv stands for a weak equivalence. In addition, C f C’ is a coproduct 
(C --) *) V (* + C’) in Ar 9?, and so cone(f) N CC V C’ 2i CC V C. Therefore, .ZC V C 
is related by a chain of weak equivalences to *. By the saturation axiom (0.4), this 
means that the unique map * + CC V C is a weak equivalence. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Zf C in %$ represents 0E Wh(‘#), then the unique morphism * -+ C in 
97 is a weak equivalence. 
Proof. Let G = rcslw’& I. Lemma 3.4 implies that G is a group under coproduct. There 
is an obvious surjection G -+ Wh(‘+?). It is an isomorphism. Indeed, the kernel is gen- 
erated by elements of the form [A] - [B] + [B/A] obtained from a cofibration f : A ---f B 
with cofiber B/A, where both A and B are isomorphic to * in XV. From Lemma 3.3 
we see that in the cofibration sequence 
ALBVC(B/A)+B/AVC(B/A) 
the cofiber is weakly equivalent to zero. Now, 3.3 shows that A + B V E(B/A) is a 
weak equivalence. Therefore, the equation [A] = [B] + [,E(B/A)] = [B] - [B/A] holds 
already in G, so that the kernel of G + Wh(Q?) is trivial. 0 
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Corollary 3.6. IJ‘ 3.2 holds, then a morphism f : C + D in %? is a weak equivabncr 
(fund only iJ’ it becomes invertible in &W and bus zero torsion. 
Proof. We have already seen that weak equivalences in V become invertible in .P”%. 
The torsion of a weak equivalence C -+D in V is the class of the mapping cone of 
the weak equivalence. That mapping cone is weakly equivalent to the mapping cone 
of id : C 4 C, and then to * by cylinder axiom and saturation axiom (0.4). This proves 
the onfy zy part; the if part is obvious from Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.5. 0 
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